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Abstract

automobiles. In-vehicle infotainment systems have
developed significantly over time. The introduction
of Apple CarPlay and Android Auto in recent years
has opened a new dimension to in-vehicle infotainment systems. The automotive infotainment market
is predicted to reach USD 20.05 billion by 2026
according to Fortune Business Insights (Fortune
Business Insights 2020).

Automotive companies have started to invest substantial amounts of time, money, and resources into
developing infotainment systems given the surging
interest in autonomous vehicles and critical importance of connectivity. As stated in the umlaut Connected Vehicle Benchmark report, as drivers, we
basically expect the same level of convenience and
up-to-date information that we get from our smartphones.

The in-vehicle infotainment system also acts as a
platform that allows users to control the various
Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) features
available while their vehicle is in operation. With the
advanced capabilities of the infotainment systems,
there is a need for an advanced testing tool to test
the functions and repeatability and to validate the
performance of infotainment systems.

A study conducted by Accenture shows that an
alarming 83 percent of consumers have difficulty
using their intelligent devices (Accenture 2015). The
study also adds that around 33 percent of the consumers believe that ease of use is one of the key
factors when buying an intelligent device. Today,
intelligent devices are everyday objects ranging from
smartphones to infotainment systems in modern

6

All products go through the testing cycle before
launch, where they are subjected to all kinds of
testing and validation. Every minor change or update made to the system has to be tested. This can
be tedious, especially when that effort can be put
into Research and Development to improve the
product.
For this reason, umlaut has come up with the Intelligent HMI Test System (iHTS). The iHTS is an automated test tool that offers features such as facilitating remote testing and performing automated
testing. This paper dives deeper into the complexities and limitations of the current HMI testing
systems and umlaut’s seamless integration of
technical concepts to overcome the same.  
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Current HMI Testing
Complexities and Limitations

With the rise of the Internet of Things (IoT), there are
advancements in connected cars. Research conducted by Intel shows that connected cars are among
the top three growing industries in the world today
(Intel Corporation 2015).

Currently testing is a combination of manual, semiautomated and automated process in most companies. Test Engineers follow pre-set guidelines or
‘Test Cases’ to test and validate the functionality of
HMI devices.

Similarly, Ernst & Young, predicts that 88 percent of
all new cars will feature global integrated telematics
by 2025, amounting to 16 million new cars in the
United States (Ernst & Young 2013).

Results from the QASymphony and TechWell Survey
in 2018 indicates that more than 50 percent of the
respondents had automated less than 50 percent
of their testing processes (QASymphony and Techwell 2018).

With the emerging functionalities in Infotainment
systems, the testing methods and solutions also
need to improve rapidly. Regular updates for the
HMI systems require regular testing.

Testing itself in general is an elaborate process
involving various milestones such as Unit Testing,
Integration Testing, System Testing and Acceptance Testing. This translates to a lot of working hours
for each HMI system, more so because of the
frequency of updates.

8

Some of the other limitations to how HMI testing is
carried out currently are:
• Inability to re-use and re-purpose existing solutions to cater to changing testing requirements.
• Lack of hardware and software modularity in the
current testing ecosystems. This limits ease of
migration to more advanced test systems.
• High testing cost due to minimum reusability. This
in-turn increases the product cost.
• Most software-based testing solutions require a
low-level ‘hook’ in-order to perform soft press on
HMI screens. Software ‘hooks’ vary with different
operating systems of the HMI and the control
machine.
• Most Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs)
restrict the level of software architecture that a
software testing solution has access to. This makes
it hard to run software related automated tests.
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Choosing the Right
Testing Solution

Although Manual Bench Testing and Software/Hardware Automation continue to
be the most common and frequently
used HMI testing approaches, modularity
and re-usability remains a challenge.

Dependency of testing on HMI architecture

Fig. 01

User Interaction — Click

This section offers umlaut’s comparative study on
various testing solutions based on the testing experience the company has built for itself over time.
This study gives the users a perspective into how
different testing solutions work and introduces
umlaut’s advanced HMI testing solution, the iHTS. It
also provides a comparison between the different
testing solutions based on time and cost.

higher reliability, while reducing the cost as compared to manual testing. Figure 2 also highlights
other benefits of automation testing such as faster
testing cycles, and thereby lesser time to market for
such products.

Manual Bench Testing
Screen

Hard Button Press —
Hardware Automation

Application Layer

Soft Button Press —
Software Automation

Middle Layer
Comparison of different HMI testing approaches is
shown in Table 1.
Figure 3 presents the performance analysis of various testing solutions when compared to umlaut’s
advanced HMI testing tool, the iHTS.

umlaut’s comparative study clearly indicates that
switching to an automated testing solution offers
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Comparison of Manual and Automated
testing based on umlaut's study
Manual vs. Automated

Time

Cost

Fig. 02

Cost Model
Framework
creation

Testcase
creation

Regression
Testing

$X

$X

$5X

$2X

$X

$X

Reliability

≈75%
of Acceptance testing
is currently automated

Cost
Initially high
Significant
reduction
Manual Tasting
Automated Testing

Automation Benefits:
• Catch bugs at early stages

• Faster time to market

• Faster testing cycles

• Improved test coverage

• Increased testing efficiency

• Low cost
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≈25%
of Integration testing
is currently automated

≈30%
of System testing is
currently automated
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Comparison of the Most Common HMI
Testing Methods
Comparison of common
HMI testing methods

Comparison of Sub-System Integration
Testing for Common Solutions
Tab. 01

Test Methodology

Benefits

Pain-Points

Target Application

Test Bench based
Manual Testing

• Agnostic to user interaction
• Adaptable to changes

• Human errors
• Manual approach
• Low quality and
precision

Functional and
Acceptance Testing

• Automate user actions using
software press (backend)
• Less dependency on hardware
• Unsupervised system operation
ensuring high efficiency
• Improves testing quality and
productivity
• Logs test records for verification
and easy bug fixes

• Not agnostic to user
interaction
• Requirement of a
software ‘hook’
• Cannot be done on
production software
version without special
OEM permissions

Functional Testing

• Automate user actions agnostic to
user interaction
• Unsupervised system operation
ensuring high efficiency
• Improves testing quality and
productivity
• Logs test records for verification
and easy bug fixes

• Slightly expensive to
develop, but cost is
recovered with
prolonged testing
• Initial setup calibration
is required
• Updating image
libraries for every
change in app icon

Functional and
Acceptance Testing

Software
Automation

Hardware
Automation
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Performance of umlaut’s test solution
against common approaches

Fig. 03

Cost Model

Time Model

$100k

100%

$80k

80%

$60k

60%

$40k

40%

$20k

20%
Manual
Tasting

Other
Automation
Test Solution

umlaut's
Test Solution
— iHTS

Manual
Tasting

Cost Model

umlaut's
Test Solution
— iHTS

Time Model

$100k

100%

Repurpose —
Cost Reduction

$80k
$60k

60%

$40k

40%
20%
Release 2

Sub-system/Integration Testing

Repurpose —
Time Reduction

80%

$20k
Release 1

Other
Automation
Test Solution

Release 3

Release 1

umlaut's Test Solution iHTS
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umlaut’s Intelligent
HMI Test System (iHTS)

Cartesian form
factor of the iHTS

ware automation solutions. Another advantage over
most software automation solutions is that umlaut’s
testing solution works with any HMI device and is
independent of its operating system.

Fig. 04

No special permission is required from the OEMs to
access the software layer of the HMI system.
reliable tool to test the quality of the DUT and to
assess User Experience for Integration and Acceptance Testing.

The V-Model recommends that at every stage of
the testing phase (milestone) an intense validation
is required to prove and progress to the next stage.
Traditional testing methods have some limitations
as discussed in Section 3. Therefore, there is a need
to develop a testing solution that can be more
adaptable to the changing requirements of the Test
and Validation industry.

The use of advanced Image Processing algorithms
on the iHTS allows it to seamlessly perform Component and Functional level testing autonomously.
The Hardware-in-Loop (HIL) design of the iHTS helps
automate sub-system level and integration level
testing. The hardware approach eliminates the need
for a software ‘hook’, which is required in most soft-

umlaut’s Intelligent HMI Test System (iHTS) as shown
in Figure 4 is an advanced automated test solution
that would be ideal for testing products that are
developed based on the V-Model. It is one solution
that fits the bill for all testing requirements.

iHTS is a modular framework
that can easily be re-pur
posed to meet all tasting
milestones such as, component level, integration level
and production level tasting.

The modular design of the iHTS makes it easy to be
re-used and re-purposed for various testing applications. Users can automate customized test
sequences to perform various testing operations on
the Device Under Test (DUT). The iHTS also facilitates manual testing to users from a remote location.
Users can control the robot from a remote location
with the help of a web application. This makes it a
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umlaut offers a seamless integration of Robotics and
Algorithm design with the advanced testing tool.
Some of the key features of the tool are:
1. The Robot Framework
The test system can integrate a robotic system with
any form factor. umlaut offers Cartesian and Rotary
robotic form factors. All robotic designs come with
a provision for a camera to be mounted on top of
the touch actuator. The camera is used to validate
touch actuations and additionally allow users to view
the HMI display from a remote location.
The Rotary robot is a planar robot-arm based system
with two joints and 2 degrees of freedom. The
rotary robot solution offers a much more compact
design as compared to the Cartesian robot.
For in-vehicle and additional validation capabilities, a custom built 6-axis robotic assembly can
also be easily integrated with the test environment
provided.

iHTS — One Solution —
Entire Testing Brandwidth
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Web Application for remote testing

2. Robot Control and other Hardware
umlaut offers two solutions for the hardware setup,
which can be modified based on the user requirement
with minimal effort. Firstly, a Raspberry Pi, or an
equivalent System on Chip (SoC) is used as the
controller. The SoC is used to control the motors and
perform the required actuation. Secondly, umlaut
also offers a complete National Instruments platformbased solution. Based on the end application, the
form factor can be modified to either use a PXIe or
a CompactRIO (cRIO) chassis. The PXIe and cRIO
platforms provide power, cooling, and a communication bus for modular instruments or I/O modules.
These modules can be controlled using an embedded controller or an external PC. NI's specialized
engineering software tools are used to customize
the test system.

Fig. 05

3. Algorithm Design and Software
The iHTS is an advanced testing solution. It can be
used manually from a remote location and it can
also be automated. Facilitating both these capabilities involves various software applications and
algorithms that are to be implemented. umlaut
offers various software along with the iHTS. This
allows clients to customize and build their applications catering to their requirements.

Modular Design — Seamless
integration of Mechatronics
concepts — Easy to Use
Software

A combination of Analog I/O modules, Digital I/O
modules and CAN modules are also utilized to perform various tasks.
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Some of the software features that are implemented in the iHTS are:
• Web Application that allows clients to securely
control the iHTS from a remote location. The web
app provides a platform to perform manual testing on the HMI devices. A basic layout of the web
app is provided in Figure 5.
• Test Automation platform that allows clients to
easily automate their test cases. Test automation
is done using NI TestStand. Test Stand is an

advanced test sequencing tool developed by
National Instruments. Test Stand provides a platform to perform test sequencing, core module
integration and systematic reporting. Automation
of a test case using NI TestStand is shown in
Figure 6.
• W ireless Communication with the robot. A
Server-Client based communication protocol
allows for easy access to the iHTS from a remote
location.
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Test Sequencing and Summary

Step

Fig. 06

Description
SA_WAIT

Settings

Reference Image
Generation tool

Fig. 07

commands are sent wirelessly to the robot for
further actions as required for each test step. The
image processing algorithms are also used to
validate the output of each action that is performed by the robot. The algorithms are implemented in various platforms such as Python (using
OpenCV) and LabVIEW. They can easily be
repurposed and updated based on the client
requirements.
• Optical Character Recognition algorithms are
implemented using Google’s Tesseract engine and
Python scripting. Character recognition is implemented along with the image processing algorithms to provide best results.
• umlaut offers a standardized semi-automated
tool for creating the reference images and
thereby update the repository in a less cumbersome more seamless manner. A basic layout of
the Reference Image Generation tool is shown in
Figure 7.
• Test reporting is integrated and part of the NI
Test Stand which generates systematic and orga
nized test reports for the automated test cases.
It also allows for data and image logging for
future analysis. This can also be customized based
on user needs.

Status

Call SA_Wait in <Current File>

End
Case

Enums.Step_Info_Action.VALIDATION_SCREEN

Search feature

Call search_feature in <Current File>

Validation Screen

Call Validation in <Current File>

Done
Passed
Error

End

Test Case Summary

Report Summary
Feature Name

Apps

Software Version

6.26

Feature Test Result

20

Failed
10

Total Execution Time
Total Number of Test Cases

20

# Not Tested

0

# Tests Passed

19

#Tests Failed

1

Total Number # Not
of test cases tested

20

# Tests
passed

# Tests
failed

• Seamless Data Transfer across various modules
and interfaces. The highlight of NI TestStand is
that it allows for simple integration of various code
modules. The various adapters present in Test
Stand make it easy to interface between various
programming languages. In the iHTS, LabVIEW
based wrappers are implemented to establish a
communication interface between the drivers used
and the test equipment, the analog and digital
I/O modules etc. CAN message simulation and
validation capabilities are also implemented.
• Advanced Image Processing Algorithms to detect
icons and objects automatically. The algorithms
are designed to detect pre-defined reference
images based on the requirement for the test step.
After the reference image is detected, appropriate
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Conclusion

The iHTS provides a common platform to achieve
test objectives, validate implementation, identify
errors, verify quality, and test the user experience of
the multiple devices under test. The solution allows
clients to keep up with component level, integration
level and production level testing milestones.

This paper outlined the testing process and provided
insight on the current testing solutions and their
complexities. Finally, the paper presents umlaut’s
iHTS, which is a solution to overcome the limitations
of current testing solutions.
Testing is a systematic process carried out to identify errors in order to evaluate the performance of a
DUT. It is often elaborate and extensive. Manual
testing is a complex process and requires companies
to invest a lot of time and money on personnel resources, which is why automating parts of the testing
process, if not all, is more of a necessity than a
luxury. Automating the testing process has its own
challenges. Most software automation solutions
require a software ‘hook’, or special permissions from
OEMs. Hardware solutions available today are not
modular and difficult to reuse and repurpose for
other applications. umlaut’s iHTS overcomes current
testing limitations by allowing users to automate and
manually perform test cases from a remote location.

With remote manual testing capabilities, the iHTS is
a perfect tool to perform User Acceptance Testing
(UAT). The advanced test automation capabilities
facilitate faster testing cycles for Operational
Acceptance Testing (OAT). Automating functional
stability and reliability testing would improve efficiency and accuracy of the test cycles.
The iHTS is proven to be more precise, reliable,
faster and cost effective as compared to other
testing solutions available currently. umlaut’s advan
ced testing solution has been engineered to add
technology on top for customers!
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